
This painting is called “The Secret of England’s Greatness”. It shows 
Queen Victoria giving a bible to an unknown African prince.

1. What does this tell us about the relationship between Britain and 
colonies?

2. Why don’t we know who the African is? 

3. What impression do you get of Victoria?  (Identify details which 
tell you this.) 

4. What does this suggest about the benefits of the Empire?
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Brains in Gear: Answer the questions on the worksheet



What was life like in 
the British Empire?

14/09/2020

Learning Outcomes:

By the end of this lesson you will:

- Categorise the different experiences people 
who lived in the British Empire had

- Write an argument that analysis the impact of 
the British Empire

Fundamental British Values: 
Respect and Tolerance

Today’s Title:

Key Words:

Aboriginal = the original 
inhabitants of a place, usually 
describing Australian natives.

Interpretation = A historian’s 
opinion based on evidence. 

What different 
kind of biases do 

we need to be 
aware of when 

studying 
historian’s views?

What was life like in the 
British Empire?

Migration in the British 
Empire

This lesson:

Next lesson:

How did Britain gain an 
empire?

Previous lesson:



Over 450 million people lived in the British Empire. The British 
believed that they were improving the lives of those they had 
conquered, but was that true? 

• Use the information sheet to fill out the Venn Diagram.

• Consider each card, is it a benefit to Britain, a benefit to the 
colonies, or a benefit to both?

EXTENSION: Answer the extension discussion questions. 



Benefitted Britain Benefitted colonies



Extension POL Discussion questions:

1. Who benefitted the most from the British Empire?
2. Why did they benefit?
3. Why did some people not benefit from the Empire?
4. Do you think that the British Empire was a good thing 

overall?
5. How might the Empire be remembered differently by 

different groups?
6. Did all of Britain’s actions help to control the Empire?



Modern interpretations
Over the last 100 years historians have presented very 
different views on the British Empire.

Watch historian Naill Ferguson introduce his Channel 4 
documentary series on the British Empire. What are his 
views?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=moZN2UZ1k60

Now write a letter to Channel 4 about why Ferguson’s views 
on the British Empire are not accurate. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=moZN2UZ1k60


Modern interpretations
Now write a letter to Channel 4 about 
why Ferguson’s views on the British 
Empire are not accurate. 

You must write at least one paragraph 
and you must use at least two 
examples of knowledge from the 
Venn diagram. 

EXTENSION: Imagine you are Naill
Ferguson – write a reply to your letter 
from his point of view.
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